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West on I to Hancock. Pick up I and travel through Cumberland, Maryland. Continue west to Exit Turn left at
the end of the exit ramp onto Chestnut Ridge Road. Turn left and travel two miles to the New Germany State
Park entrance on left. Park headquarters office is on the right before entering the park. Travel time about three
hours. Take north to Frederick, Maryland. Pick up I west and follow directions above for Baltimore. Travel
time about 3. Take I to I east. Turn right at the end of the exit ramp onto Chestnut Ridge Road. Travel about
three miles to New Germany Road. Travel time about one hour from Morgantown and two hours from
Pittsburgh. Please check with the park before your visit if you plan to engage in an activity which requires you
to be in the park before or after the posted hours. Pets are allowed in Hemlock camp loop Pets allowed in
cabins Pets are allowed on trails except for groomed trails during cross-country ski season Pets are allowed in
day-use area and lake except for sandy portion of swimming beach area from Memorial Day weekend until
after Labor Day Hunting Policy: Named by early settlers due to its resemblance to their homeland, New
Germany has diverse forests with ten miles of multi-use trails and a small lake suitable for fishing, swimming,
and non-motorized boating. There is no cell phone service at New Germany State Park. Boating, fishing and
swimming are among the most popular lake activities. During the rest of the year, the peaceful water acts as a
mirror for the changing world around it â€” autumn leaves burst with color, then snow covers the trees until
spring flowers dot the landscape. Please call the park for details. A soft boat ramp is available at no additional
charge. Fishermen may find large mouth bass, catfish, bluegill and trout. There is a brief lake closure each
spring when trout stocking begins. A trout stamp is required to possess trout. Please contact the park for
current rates and availability. Cross country skis and snow shoes are available for rent. The snack bar features
hot and cold drinks, snacks, trail maps and a selection of gift and souvenir items. The Nature Center is
dedicated to environmental education for people of all ages. Exhibits are designed to help a variety of
audiences gain a better awareness, appreciation, and understanding of natural history, ecological principles,
and natural resource management. Self-Guided Walking Tour -- Download the brochure below and take a
self-guided walking tour of the park. For printing it is best to select "double-sided" and "flip on short edge.
The trails wind their way through dense hemlock forest, colorful mixed hardwoods, rhododendron-choked
stream valleys and towering pine and spruce plantation sites. Most trails are wide enough for two-way traffic,
although several offer a narrower path typical of most hiking trails. Hiking, trail-running and biking are the
most popular activities throughout the year. Whether walking along the lake or wetland, or hiking our scenic
trails, visitors are sure to have an opportunity to view birds and wildlife. Abundant bird species can be found
throughout the area, such as pileated woodpeckers, black-capped chickadees, barred owls, great blue herons
and an occasional osprey. Capture the photo of a lifetime while exploring our majestic forests and wetland.
Frequent sightings of deer, squirrels, fox, as well as sightings of black bear, bring visitors delight and a
meaningful respect of the environment. When snow is adequate, the park staff will groom and track the trail
surface for skiing. Snowshoeing is permitted but snowshoe users must stay off the ski tracks. Please see our
Winter Activities section below for more information on skiing at New Germany. Park guests can help do
their part to prevent potential growth of non-native plants by cleaning swimwear and boating gear before and
after entering the lake. To get the free Adobe Reader go to Adobe.
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Camp, hike, bike or ride. Learn about our rich Appalachian history and culture. Picnic and play at our parks,
golf at Big Hickory Golf Course, view abundant wildlife and weathered barns on scenic country drives,
navigate miles of ATV trails. Step back in time with our historic towns and old swinging bridges. Stay for a
day, maybe two, and take home a memory that will last a lifetime. During floods they were one of the only
ways to cross the waterways. In some remote areas of Clay County, this is still true today. These suspension
footbridges are often called swinging bridges because the bridge sways beneath your feet as you walk across.
Swinging bridges would span a wide river without the need for foundation pillars in the middle. This meant
there was no obstruction to river traffic and no danger of the pier being damaged during floods. They were
also cheaper to build than pier designs. Typical construction would start with a ball of twine to judge the curve
and distance. The upright piers were constructed first before being pulled into position by men in boats or on
horses or mules. The cable was then dragged across by hand using a wheel or pulley. Men would mix cement
and haul river gravel and timbers from local farms. City of Manchester Manchester is a tightly-packed little
town arranged around the town square, Court House hill and north and south entries. The town has an
old-fashioned, "real town" feel about it, but is also graced with handsome, modern structures on all sides. Visit
the city parks, Veterans Memorial, Town Square, shops and restaurants. Winding mountain roads feature
family farms, roadside stands, small country stores, hilltop cemeteries, historic weathered barns and swinging
bridges. Oneida is a natural, backcountry paradise for those who want to experience the peace and adventures
of raw, untamed nature. Historic Hamlets A hamlet, or unincorporated community, is a small settlement in a
rural area. These historic gems are home to early structures, unbridled natural beauty, wildlife, family
businesses and farms, and the people who have preserved the customs of their ancestors. Natural wonders and
fascinating, warm, friendly people await you. Clay County Kentucky Parks Within the City Limits of
Manchester, KY is a unique park system that, when connected by a riverside walking trail of serene beauty,
offers the visitor a chance to soak up some of the early history not only of Manchester and Clay County, but
southeast Kentucky as well. This unique trail is anchored at the north by the famous Red Bird Petgroglyph, the
large rock of national reknown that contains ancient inscriptions by either European explorers, or Indians, or
both. Created by buffalo searching for salt deposits, the route was used for countless years by Indians traveling
between the Smoky Mountains in the south and the wilderness north of the Ohio River. The trail was used by
long hunters and explorers, including Dr. Thomas Walker who followed it in this section of Goose Creek in ,
and by Daniel Boone 19 years later in A park sign marks the trail. The views of the river and woods are
breathtaking. Pass by the Manchester Goose Creek Swinging Bridge, or enjoy an exciting diversion by
crossing this fascinating relic of Appalachian heritage. The state legislature recognized its importance as a way
to transport extremely valuable salt from the salt works early on and passed several acts to help improve it for
navigation for salt barges. The walker will have to use his imagination to visualize foot barges loaded with salt
barrels floating down the river during "salt tides" -- so called spring and winter floods. Finally, at the south
end of the trail is the recreation of the Goose Creek Salt Works, which was located at this spot beginning in
the mid s when it was known as the Langford Works. The small community here was designated by the State
Legislature to serve as the county seat when the county was created in April The first court met in the cabin of
Robert Baker, most likely very similar to the Cotton Cabin seen here now, which according to several sources
was built before the county was formed. It was moved here from its original location on the "Cotton Bend"
downstream, where salt barge maker Jesse Cotton lived in it with his wife Jane. Thomas Walker, who passed
by here in , and Daniel Boone, who also came this way on his first extended hunting trip to Kentucky in
Walking the Goose Creek Swinging Bridge takes you back in time. The Goose Creek Swinging Bridge,
recently restored, connects Clay County with the historical narratives of the whole state of Kentucky.
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Riverside Park On the banks of Goose Creek, the water course by which early salt makers shipped their
product to the Bluegrass in the late s up until the Civil War This park features a pavilion, scenic views and
River Walk Trail Goose Creek Salt Works The most historic spot in the county. It was here in the mids that
the Langford Salt Works was established and later, in , when it was being called the Goose Creek Salt Works.
This is where the first county government was formed in a cabin most likely like the Cotton Cabin, which was
moved to this site. The Cotton Cabin is one of the oldest log structures in Kentucky. Combs City Park offers
nonmotorized boating opportunities, while the park offers a large swimming pool, playground, covered picnic
pavilions, hot showers and restrooms. This park, one of the best-kept secrets in the Daniel Boone National
Forest, is nestled in a beautiful mountain valley at the forks of the head waters of Beech Creek, about three
and a half miles northeast of Manchester on Beech Creek Road. It has 75 campsites, many with electric
hook-ups, water and dump station. There is a large community swimming pool and kiddie pool, tennis and
basketball courts, and a banquet room complete with kitchen and event facilities. A large shelter house
adjacent to the RV park has room for people along with grills and electricity. Combs Lake is a short walk from
the park. Located on a hillside adjacent to the center is the final resting place of former Kentucky Governor
Bert T. A skaters and skateboarders section is adjacent to the splash pad. Change rooms and bathrooms are
available. A shelter for adults with picnic tables is on site. King Park Located in the Pennington Hill section
off the four lane near the Eastern Kentucky University Manchester Campus, this park features a play ground
and shelter. The Equestrian Trail offers breathtaking views, wildlife and several picnic areas with amenities
for both you and your horses. There are picnic tables and trash receptacles for you and hitching posts and
natural springs to water your horses. Cawood Picnic area is also used for weddings, birthdays, church socials,
reunions and Boy Scout outings. In-ground and pedestal grills, picnic tables, horse shoe pits and toilet
facilities are available. There are no developed trails in the area, but lots of room to explore. The picnic area
contains two large fields suitable for baseball, volleyball, football, and kickball. There are also in-ground
grills, picnic tables and toilet facilities. It is suitable for community picnics, family outings, reunions,
weddings, birthdays, and school events. Redbird Wildlife Management Area The Daniel Boone National
Forest Redbird Wildlife Management Area is hilly to steep with gentle slopes in bottomlands and on ridge
tops; mostly forested with approximately acres of openings and 25 miles of improved hiking trails. Mobility
impaired access to permit holders on designated area, which is currently the Redbird Crest Trail. Big Hickory
Golf Course Situated on a rolling knoll made by the Cotton Bend of historic Goose Creek, the course is
surrounded by lush, hardwood forest-covered mountains. Just follow the signs. Beautiful Big Hickory Golf
Course is a challenging 9-hole layout that offers the best golf value in Kentucky. Its beautiful Bermuda
fairways and immaculate undulating bent grass greens provide a golfing experience that is a thrill for all ages
and skill levels. Its signature hole is the par 4 ninth whose green is fashioned in the shape of the state of
Kentucky. Oneida Park Located in the tiny village of Oneida in northern Clay County on RT 66, this beautiful
community park features a pavilion, large meadow area, walking and jogging path, playgrounds, and a
basketball court. Explore the scenic back roads in the area featuring historic barns, untamed nature, old
swinging bridges, mountains, hollows, streams and forests. Daniel Boone offered a plan to reroute the
Wildnerness Road to pass by the headwaters of Goose Creek. The production of salt led to Manchester
becoming a major trade center. During the Civil War and thereafter, the salt works became a point of
contention and led to long-term feuds and skirmishes. The Baker-White feud started in the s and continued
until The feud claimed roughly lives; the deadliest such struggle east of the Mississippi. The City of
Manchester and the Clay County Genealogical and Historical Society have teamed up to create one of the
most exciting historical sites in eastern Kentucky with the re-creation of the famous Goose Creek Salt Works
at the site it occupied in the mids. This was also the site, in April , where the newly formed Clay County came
into existence making the salt works the first county seat. Thomas Walker who passed by the site in , and
Daniel Boone in The cabins at Goose Creek Salt Works include Cotton Cabin, one of the oldest log cabins in
Kentucky dating from the s, around the time the salt works started producing salt commercially. Interpretive
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signs lead visitors through the entire history of the site. The petroglyphs have been interpreted as inscriptions
in at least 8 Old World alphabets, all of which were extinct when Columbus arrived in the New World in On
December 9, , it was transported to its present location, where it is roofed over and fenced. Ogam, Germanic
Runes, and Tiffinag-Numidian inscriptions have also been identified. It has been argued that finding eight
different languages inscribed in one place is highly unlikely, and that the claims are fanciful interpretations of
the evidence. The inscriptions on the rock have been compared to other Cherokee inscriptions in the area, and
it has been suggested that those on the rock have been altered in modern times. The two room museum offers a
glimpse into the rich and fascinating history of Oneida, Ky. A thrift store is also located nearby with proceeds
benefiting the school. Burns hoped that by educating the children of the feuders they would find better uses for
their time. In , Burns, a former feuder himself, gathered some of the feuding residents of the area and
convinced them to support a school. The little boarding school on the knoll overlooking its namesake town has
played a large part in the history of Clay County and has attracted students from around the world. The
well-preserved structure is thought to have been built around the time Asher located on the waters of upper
Red Bird. Asher moved to the area when the only known resident was John Gilbert. Asher had served as the
keeper of the toll gate at Cumberland Ford on the Wilderness Road at Cumberland Ford, the site of
present-day Pineville, since the toll gate was established in Asher was on the grand jury the day the first Clay
County court was seated, April 13, He went on to establish a large clan of Ashers in Clay and Leslie Counties
and was a major player in the early development of the timber industry in Clay County.
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The story of the parks system surrounding Pittsburgh operated by the Allegheny County Department of Parks,
Recreation and Conservation. The National Parks of the United States were also created against a background
of complaint, yet today our great scenic national parks are endangered by overuse. The debate continues now
over the proper use of mineral rights, or over dilemmas such as whether helicopters and airplanes constantly
touring through the Grand Canyon spoil the serenity of the canyon for everyone else. Allegheny County in
southwestern Pennsylvania today has one of the outstanding county parks systems in the nation, but in the s,
North and South Parks were created, and later in the s, when the regional parks were added, county officials
faced the hard decisions and turmoil that all visionaries of public lands must confront. In the s Pittsburghers
had only to look as far as East Liberty to see farmland. People could walk from their houses to go hiking, or
even hunting in the woods. Why then should Allegheny County buy thousands of acres of farmland north and
south of the city for "parks"? Yet within thirty years North and South Parks were so heavily used by the public
that county commissioner Howard Stewart envisioned the need of an additional regional county parks system.
By the s Stewart feared all large tracts of land would be claimed by industries or suburban developers, and the
general population would have no additional recreational space. Again opposition could be heard--Why ring
the city of Pittsburgh with county parks when you had city parks like Schenley and Highland and Frick and
Riverview, and county parks like North and South, and a state property like Point State Park? But long-range
planning won out, and a set of regional parks was created for the public, and Howard Stewart was proven to be
right. Today if you tried to find acres of land in Allegheny County to create a new park, the land would be
either unaffordable or impossible to gather. Here then is the story of the Allegheny County parks
systems--now operated by the Department of Parks, Recreation and Conservation. This network of nine parks,
comprising nearly 12, acres of beautifully landscaped fields and woods, is one reason why the quality of life in
Pittsburgh and its neighboring towns and cities is so attractive. Yet this story has been hard to understand.
Most residents of the county are unaware of the entire network, although they might delight in the local county
park. In addition, the distinctions between city, township, county, state and federal parks are easily lost sight
of. Pittsburgh city parks serve the city residents very well One estimate is that on a pleasant Saturday or
Sunday in the summer, some , people can be found in North and South Parks alone--nearly half the population
of Pittsburgh. The county system emerged slowly in the two periods of growth between , and It has been a
long, evolutionary tale, hard to see, and for that reason largely untold. One county commissioner, Edward V.
Babcock, urged the preservation of rural lands in their natural states. His idea, for a two-part system in the
north and south regions of the county, became the basis for the system which developed between through
Babcock actually purchased land for the parks which he then turned over to the county at cost--a procedure
which was to be repeated later when the regional parks were assembled. In allegations and investigations piled
up, and Controller Charles McGovern did succeed in being elected a County Commissioner after running on a
"no frills-no deals" campaign. But despite the political changes that always affect county policy towards the
parks, the physical building blocks for the parks were laid by It is important to remember that in the
farmlands destined to become parks were not the woodlands and picnic groves we see today. The forests of the
s are the result of reforestation programs begun as early as Native trees were used, the maples, the oaks, the
beeches, mixed with dogwoods, cherry trees, and pear trees to create color in the springtime, and fragrances.
Behind much of the landscaping was the thinking of the talented Paul B. Riis, who was recruited in from the
Rockford, Illinois, Parks. Riis had worked within the national park system, which was also close to its infancy
in those days. Many of his efforts--the major landscaping, the road systems, the golf courses, North Park
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Lake-- are enjoyed by the public today. Director Riis inventoried the resources available on the site--the
lumber, logs, the native stone for quarrying--and set up construction businesses to build the parks. They
transplanted, reforested, repruned the trees. Much work was done by the youth conservation corps, and the
CCC Camps, by people trained to develop public recreational facilities. He also advised on the acquisition of
new land, and helped enlarge the system, as his successors have done. The parks offered common folk the
chance to escape to rural campgrounds, day camps, and "retreats. Then, in the summer of , "the great drought"
scorched Allegheny County as no rain fell between June 15 and the last week of October. Many park projects
were delayed because of the water shortage, including the opening of the golf courses. In North Park, Pine
Creek ran dry, and another source of water had to be found. Two permanent wells were eventually established
to supply the park with water. By North and South Parks were in the last phase of their early development:
North Park received additional parcels of land and developed a beaver meadow, a bird sanctuary and a
primitive trail. Near that location in the first shots of the famous whiskey rebellion were fired. Additions to the
park accumulated in various ways. The Joyce Kilmer Memorial, named after the poet who wrote "Trees" and
who was killed in World War I, was dedicated in ; the prominent local architect Henry Hornbostel designed it.
The memorial is on "Corrigan Drive," which was named after the famous "Wrong Way Corrigan" who, in
order to challenge the rules of planning flights, deliberately flew from Brooklyn to Dublin in , instead of from
Brooklyn to California. Also in South Park is a totem pole carved by an Indian chief and his son in ; they had
been brought to the city to promote ball games for the Pittsburgh Pirates. North Park, at acres, is the largest
park in the system, more than acres greater than its sister facility, South Park. There are dimensions worth
noting about the waters of North Park. The lake is the largest man-made body of water in Allegheny County,
flowing over 75 acres, and is bordered by four and one-half miles of natural woodlands. The swimming pool
in North Park was once considered the largest in the world; it holds two and a half million gallons of water
compared to say , gallons in a modern city pool. A large South Park pool was also created, and the two pools,
the only major swimming facilities in the county, attracted some , people per season during their first two
decades. When the Old Pine Creek flowing into a marshy area was eventually transformed into a lake, the
notion of stocking the lake with fish naturally followed. Some 50, people bordered the well stocked lake on
the first day of fishing in , and KDKA broadcast the ceremony as Commissioner Kane tossed the first line into
the waters. Indians as Curators -- A Failed Romantic Idea In those early experimental days it seemed obvious
that parks should have wild animals, and that the ideal caretakers or curators of wildlife would be real Indians.
And so the county commissioners brought two tribes of Indians from a Montana reservation to live in the
parks. This was no small affair. Thirty-six head of buffalo were trucked in by means of a motor caravan, led
by a tank. Reporters followed in private cars. But the gesture ended badly. The Plains Indians found the
winters here too severe, and left after one season. In North Park, the Indian "curators" of the herd did not so
much protect it as use it the way their ancestors would have--for food and clothing. They were asked to leave.
The romance of the American Indian could not survive in a county park. More Improvements In December of
plans were made to build outstanding golf courses at both North and South Parks. Spacious and well-planned,
the golf courses were an immediate success. One golf pro called South Park Golf Course "a beautiful, natural
layout that is worthy of a national championship. When Director Riis chose Jensen to actually construct the
pools, another controversy developed over the use of local architectural talent--there were architectural firms
in Pittsburgh at that time. The large pools each contained , gallons of water, and were designed to hold 15,
people a day. The bath-house for the swimming pools was patterned after the Old Stone Manse, the home of
the famous insurrectionist Oliver Miller during the Whiskey Rebellion of , but was designed with the latest
facilities to accommodate 3, people at a time. The year saw many changes in the parks, including 35 new
picnic groves, 14 dance pavilions, and the installation of oven shelters in many of the groves. Constructed of
native stone, the oven shelters allowed cooking during the winters, and after sunset; square hearths for corn
roasting were added to the ovens. Nature and bridal trails were opened at each of the parks, winding in and
around hills, high ridges, woodlands and open glades: Along the nature trails, which were designed for
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educational value, were specimens of living and mounted wild life. At that time there was great interest in
county fairs, and the county had many more farms, ample produce and livestock, and a larger rural population.
The County Fair was the big event of the summer, and for more than thirty years attracted an estimated half
million people each season. Gradually livestock and produce had to be brought in from neighboring counties,
and the 4H people had to extend their invitations beyond the county. The county fair changed into an
industrial exposition as well, showing off the latest in U. Steel technology, the newest aluminum making
process from Alcoa, or a model of the latest boat built by Dravo. People were interested in industrial
products--everything from aluminum screen doors and sashes to continuous casting methods--and the
agricultural side of the fair faded away. In addition, new outlets developed to witness special activities such as
little league baseball, high school sports, and competitions of high school bands and drill teams. Instead of
saving up for the big county fair event, the sports teams travelled within newly developed leagues, and the
bands toured at apple and cherry blossom festivals in other parts of the country. South Park fairgrounds are
intersected by major state highways, at one time a simple advantage in bringing people to the parks, but now
those highways have attracted homes and businesses, and the park cannot be isolated any more. The
Allegheny County Fair was free, and all the grassy meadows and fields were used for parking. Today county
fairs charge for admission, for parking, for grandstand events--the old days of free access and parking are
gone. South Park is in the most heavily populated portion of the county outside of Pittsburgh, and is used by
all levels of the community. Few special events need to be scheduled there any more to attract
people--although the old fairgrounds are still rented to organizations. Antique and collectible shows bring in
hundreds of dealers for one event. Or a softball tournament will be given in which several games can be
played at one time. Larger businesses and corporations like to rent the space for the company picnic. Among
the changes at South Park is the installation of a wave pool, replacing the old bathing pool, which needed
constant repair. The school calendar gives children a chance to swim by mid-June often the weather is not
cooperative even then , and by mid-August the schools are starting up again. College students are going back;
football and band camps are underway. Mid-August is the time to go swimming in the county pools if you like
to avoid the crowds. The Regional Parks Allegheny County today has seven regional parks in addition to the
great North and South Parks that are now nearly 70 years old. The regional parks ring the City of Pittsburgh
along the highway route of the Orange Belt, at a radius of about 15 miles from downtown.
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Helens National Volcanic Monument. This book is designed to guide visitors on a driving tour of the major
sights in this land of volcanic destruction and dramatic biological renewal. It is planned for the reader who has
about two days for a visit, with the first day a drive up the new Spirit Lake Memorial Highway, a spectacular
mile-long road leading to the Coldwater Ridge Visitor Center and a close-up view into the heart of the
shattered volcano. The second day includes a drive to the north and east sides of the Monument, through miles
of forest destroyed by the eruption of Mount St. For those who can spend more than two days in this intriguing
national monument we include a section about the south side, an area comparatively untouched by the
eruption but with volcanic features that give important clues to Mount St. You will also find hiking trails of
varying difficulty listed on page Besides recounting the geologic story of Mount St. But space is limited and
there is much more to be said; for those who have a special interest in any of these topics we include a list of
suggested reading with more detailed information. The number following the symbol shows the total miles
driven. There are no overnight accommodations in the monument and no gas stations, so have a full gas tank
when you start out; meals and snacks are available at a few locations. If you are visiting Mount St. Helens in
the winter you will probably find the roads listed for Day 2 closed by snow between November and May;
check at the Visitor Center. The Spirit Lake Memorial Highway, however, will be kept open all year. Helens is
a story of death and life; destruction and creation. In March , the volcano awoke from years of sleep. Two
months later it destroyed itself in a giant avalanche and explosion. In a matter of minutes Mount St. Helens
changed from a graceful cone to a blasted stump. The devastation was sudden and catastrophic, but the
recovery taking place in the years that have followed has been almost as dramatic. The area devastated by the
eruption is so large that the story is best told in pieces as you travel around the volcano and see the actual
destruction and recovery. However, a framework in which to fit the pieces is needed, and this introduction is a
brief summary of the major events of the eruption and healing of Mount St. Earthquakes and small explosive
eruptions signaled the awakening of the volcano. The first quake jarred the mountain on March Many more
followed, in an earthquake swarm that put the Forest Service and geologists on alert that something highly
unusual was happening. Five days later a booming steam explosion from the summit of Mount St. Helens
announced the first volcanic eruption in the Cascade Range in more than 60 years. No new magma -- molten
rock from deep inside the earth -- was evident in the ash particles from these relatively small eruptions, but the
continuing earthquakes and steam explosions from heated ground water indicated that magma was rising
beneath the mountain. The earthquakes were occurring at depths about 1 to 2 miles beneath the high north
slope of Mount St. Measurements soon confirmed what observers thought they could see on the volcano:
More than a mile in diameter, the ominous bulge had pushed out feet by mid-April and was growing at a rate
of 5 feet per day. See geologists Keeping Watch in 78K The small eruptions stopped, started, and stopped
again, but the quakes continued. An hour later Dave was dead. Helens and triggered the giant avalanche of the
bulging north slope of the cone. That was like opening the lid on a huge, overheated pressure cooker. As the
avalanche slid away into Spirit Lake, the weight and the pressure of the mountain overlying the heated ground
water and shallow magma were suddenly reduced. Hot water flashed to steam, and gases in the magma boiled
out with great violence. Check out this drawing of the Avalanche and Explosion, May 18, K The blast cloud
shot out the torn-open north face and quickly outraced the speeding avalanche. The cloud was so loaded with
hot rock fragments that it hugged the ground, racing north, northwest, and northeast. It climbed ridges and
swept down valleys; a hot dense cloud that blew trees down like toothpicks, destroying square miles of forest,
and killing almost everything in its path. The sequence of events from the triggering It was like a giant rocket
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buried nose down. More dense portions of the ash cloud near its base formed pyroclastic flows of hot rock frag
ments fluidized by expanding gas. These flows poured out of the breech of the horse shoe-shaped crater
toward Spirit Lake, covering part of the avalanche deposits. Mudflows -- floods of water from melting ice, the
ground water soaked avalanche, and perhaps the slosh of Spirit Lake, laden with ash and soil -- rushed down
the streams and rivers around Mount St. Homes and bridges were swept away. Much of the mud finally came
to rest in the Columbia River where it clogged the navigation channel for months. The gigantic eruption was
much larger than anticipated, mainly because the north face avalanche suddenly released the pent up volcanic
energy. Fifty-seven people died, property damage totaled 1. Human history and natural history are both a
series of sudden revolutions followed by slow evolutions. The eruption of Mount St. Helens was a sudden,
drastic revolution that profoundly changed the volcano and its surroundings. Now, evolution is slowly
rebuilding the mountain and forest. The huge explosion is history. In recent years the most common image of
volcanic destruction has been the sight of a Hawaiian lava flow moving slowly over a landscape, engulfing
everything in its path and sealing the land under a layer of glistening black rock. There recovery can only
come by colonization from the outside, at speeds that depend largely on the amount of rainfall, and in a usual
sequence of algae and lichens followed by mosses and ferns and eventually woody plants. The pace and
sequence of recovery is different in the blast zone, on avalanche and mudflow deposits, in areas of heavy
ashfall, and on pyroclastic flow deposits the closest analogy to a lava flow with respect to high temperature.
Every place except on the pyroclastic flows, recovery has probably depended more on survivors than on
colonizers. See a Pyroclastic flow of pumice blocks, 78K Even in the blast zone where the land looked as if it
had been scoured and sterilized, surprising evidence of surviving life started to emerge in the first weeks after
the eruption. Nothing on the surface could have lived, of course, but under the ground roots of dormant plants,
colonies of ants, and some small animals like pocket gophers and deer mice were able to escape the holocaust
going on overhead. The time of year -- mid-spring -- was an important factor in survival for some plants. Late
snowbanks sheltered small trees and other plants, leaving islands of living foliage when the snows melted.
Spring rains carried away some of the ash, and in those erosion gullies more plants were waiting to sprout.
The interactions of colonizers and survivors proved to be one of the more intriguing stories. Naturalist John
Muir observed in that "When we try to pick out anything by itself, we find it hitched to everything else in the
universe. A lupine or huckleberry plant Birds looking for moisture and insects among the new plants might
leave droppings that would provide not only fertilizer but other seeds. In this way tiny islands of life started
that grew and provided shelter for more plants and small animals, and eventually food for larger browsing
animals. As pocket gophers tunneled underground looking for tender roots and bulbs they threw dirt out of
their burrows, bringing to the surface the organic soil and fungi from beneath the ash. Gopher mounds, so
dreaded by gardeners, were oases for wind borne seeds, and new colonies began. Large animals -- elk and deer
-- came to browse on the new vegetation; their hooves broke up the hard crust of the ash and left deep
footprints where more seeds could collect and start other plant colonies. Helens could be found, though
numbers and dominant species varied widely with location. View of elk crossing avalanche and mudflow
deposits 91K Of all the birds and mammals that were in the forest on May 18 only those in the margins of the
blast area survived, but their return to Mount St. Helens has been remarkable also. Birds were flying into the
blast zone almost as soon as the ash settled, though most nesting sites were gone. Animals -- large and small -that could fairly easily change their habits and diets were finding their way back sooner than anyone expected.
It had been feared by some that the destruction of Roosevelt elk and black tailed deer would affect the
population for many years, but that has not proved to be the case. For the estimated 1, elk and 5, deer who
were in the wrong place in May it was a catastrophe; for the species it was not. Helens were back to normal.
The forests around the mountain were some of the most beautiful in the northwest, with Douglas-fir, western
red cedar, western hemlock and noble fir, mixed with red alder, maple and cottonwood. At higher elevations
Pacific silver fir, subalpine pine and a few other hardy varieties flourished. Almost all were blown down or
shattered to matchsticks in a matter of minutes. Now forest recovery is starting, but it is taking place in two
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distinctly different ways. The land outside the National Monument boundaries, some managed by the Forest
Service and some by private companies, is undergoing an aggressive reforestation program. The Forest
Service alone salvaged million board feet of downed and standing dead trees, and has replanted millions of
small trees. Besides the interaction of colonizers and survivors, the speed and direction of recovery will
depend on two notoriously fickle elements -- the prevailing weather, and future volcanic activity. Barring too
many surprises, educated guesses are that in 50 years a healthy young conifer forest will be growing -- a
mature forest could develop in years -- and in years it could look like other old-growth forests of the
northwest. Out of the devastation at Mount St. Helens has come an almost unprecedented scientific
opportunity; the eruption left more than square miles as clean a slate as scientists are likely to find.
Researchers from all over the world have come here to conduct experiments -- some lasting for many years -on the recovery of a severely damaged eco system. Geologists who read Mount St. Mankind can profoundly
affect the environment for better or worse, but as the saying goes, Nature always bats last. This used to be the
main route to Spirit Lake and Mount St. Helens, but much of that road was buried beneath the avalanche and
mudflows of the great eruption. Its replacement is now known as the Spirit Lake Memorial Highway.
Constructed during , it is a spectacular road high above the valley of the North Fork of the Toutle River,
leading to Johnston Ridge and an unforgettable view into the huge crater of the volcano. Helens National
Volcanic Monument, administered by the Forest Service, was established in to encourage research, education,
interpretation, and recreation on the volcano. The handsome Visitor Center of large timber and stone
construction blends perfectly with its setting of Even though it is still 40 miles to the actual monument
boundary, the Mount St. Helens experience begins here.
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5: Clay County Kentucky USA
When: June Saturday - Noon to 3 PM Doug Ammons presentation at in the Group Use Picnic Shelter. Where: Spring
Meadow Lake State Park - Country Club Drive, Helena. Paddling stations will be set up along the north and west shore.

Franks The Civilian Conservation Corps -- truly one of the most spectacularly successful public works project
in American history -- was born of the despair of the Great Depression in the s. Government could work
amazingly fast in those days: By the first of July, , enrollees were serving in 1, camps across the nation. The
CCC boys were organized into man companies, and assigned work camps across the nation. Army provided
discipline, camp officers, quarters, food, and medical care. Federal, state and local authorities designated work
projects, trained the boys to do the work, and provided oversight of the work. The boys themselves received
discipline, hearty food, clothing, shelter, medical care, educational opportunities, and, most importantly of all,
a sense of hope and purpose. These pay disbursements alone had a significant impact on the national economy.
By the time World War II superseded the CCC, nearly 3 million young men had served, and they had
enhanced millions of acres of natural resources and historic sites across the nation. Maryland benefited hugely
from the CCC. Over 30, CCC boys served in our state, at over 60 camps. The CCC boys also built the first
major state park facilities in Maryland: On Sunday nine veterans of President Franklin D. Fifteen had been
invited. One had died since the invitations were sent. Besley, who was among a handful of conservationist
pioneers nationwide. Besley had a staff of 25 at most before the CCC boys arrived. Simmons, who now lives
in Hagerstown, worked in several state parks, and drove a truck carrying rock to construction sites, and
ferrying workers to and from the camp on what is now Old Camp Road. Joe Bianchini, 85, of Mount Rainier,
visited with his wife Anita, and they both recalled their own service to the country. Bianchini was a riveter at
an airplane factory during World War II. John Patrick Curley, 89, of Spring Ridge spent six years in eight
camps and learned what was to be his lifelong trade as an operating engineer, running heavy construction
equipment. Joseph Decenzo, 88, of Clinton, Md. Keith Paugh, 81, of Middle River, Md. A movie cost 15
cents, a pack of cigarettes a nickel. George Smith, 81, of Bowie, showed off a small, battered tin frame with a
black-and-white photo of himself in his CCC uniform, aged The photo and frame cost a dime. Smith joined
the CCC while still in high school in June of In September he went back to school. Smith joined the Navy. In
Maryland, the CCC built bridges, installed 3, check dams to preserve trails, planted 4. The above article, "Park
service veterans gather for reunion," by Geoffrey D. Brown for his thorough coverage of this event. They
carried tents, field kitchen, water purification equipment, clothing, tools and a cadre of regular army enlisted
men from Fort Meade. The trucks would be used to transport the company of CCC enlistees to the temporary
site. All equipment and supplies were off-loaded into the field and the covered trucks were dispatched to
Meyersdale, PA. The convoy returned in late afternoon with a bedraggled crew. Some of the men had never
been out of the city before and were unprepared for camp life. The minimum age for enlistment was 18, but in
the camp at New Germany there were frequently lads of 14 and Enlistment was for six months but could be
extended. The first problem was providing shelter for men. Piles of canvas laying on the ground, their new
homes, had to be assembled before they could sleep. A field kitchen was set up and supper served. Eight to a
tent, the men were bedded down for the night. In addition to the usual complement of men, there was a first
sergeant, supply sergeant, mess sergeant and company clerk. Officers included a company commander,
adjutant and doctor. These were reserve officers called to active duty by Congress. The orderly room and
dispensary tents were then set up for operation. The field kitchen was in the center. All meals were served
from that facility. Slit trenches were used initially and later outside toilets were built. All water was trucked
into the camp. Drinking water was available in Lister bags throughout the camp. The only bath facility was the
lake. After several days orientation, the boys were issued: This included a mess kit - two flat pans hinged
together, a knife, fork and spoon, solid aluminum cup and a canteen. Each boy was issued blue dungaree
trousers, coats and a round blue hat as a work uniform. Olive drab OD shirts and pants completed the dress
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uniform. An overseas hat and overcoat were issued later in the year. Other wardrobe items included a raincoat,
galoshes, ties, gloves, shoes, socks, underwear towels and long johns. At the onset everything was one size too
big. It took some time to fit each individual. But everyone had something to wear. The first big project was to
build platforms for the tents. The tents were erected on the platforms. When stretched tightly and tied down, it
was very cozy inside. A space heater was installed in each tent. The first winter at New Germany was spent in
tents. The field kitchen served three meals each day. Kerosene stoves were used for cooking. A large gasoline
generator in the woods east of the tent city provided electricity. Enlistees used candles and kerosene lanterns
in the squad tents. At mealtime, the entire company would assemble in a line at the field kitchen. Meals were
served cafeteria style. In inclement weather, mess kits were carried back to the tents. At other times, the CCC
boys ate under the shade of the nearest tree. The quality and quantity of the food served from the field kitchen
was outstanding. Most boys never ate any better at home. Most of the food was locally produced. After eating,
the boys sterilized their kits. They scrubbed their kits in a can of boiling soapy water and then double-rinsed in
a can of clear boiling water. Periodically they scoured kits with sand to shine them. Woe unto anyone found
with a dirty mess kit. One of the first permanent buildings was the mess hall. Construction began in the fall of
The building was by 30 feet with the kitchen about halfway on the east side. At the north end the supply room
held staples and canned goods and a refrigerated compartment. The kitchen was modern. Hotel ranges fired
with coal were used for cooking and baking. A serving line formed on the east side of the mess. Picnic tables
were used in the hall. A generator supplied lights. Heat came from three large space heaters. After several
months of operation, the camp commander enlisted local men as trainers and supervisors. This category of
enlistees, known as local experienced men LEMs , was permitted to live at home. They earned several dollars
more per month, wore uniforms and were subject to the same rules and regulations as the others. Next came
the construction of permanent quarters. Local carpenters supervised construction of six 80 by 30 feet barracks
on poles east of the recreation hall. There were three barracks on each side, with a company area and flag pole
in the center. These barracks were not occupied by the company members until late spring
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6: Decision notice for construction of permanent picnic shelter at Spring Meadow St - www.enganchecuban
The Jenni and Kyle Preserve is a unique park that is intended to serve children and persons with disabilities, and
provides accessible fishing and picnic areas, trails, wheelchair swings and a shelter building around two spring-fed
ponds containing trout and panfish.

It was demolished in Friends Cemetery Approximately 17, years ago the terminal moraine of the receding
Wisconsin Glacier that formed Long Island established a string of hills and kettles in the northern part of the
park and a lower lying outwash plain in the southern part. The area was originally forested, but became open
pasture after two centuries of European colonization. Significant stands of trees remained only in the peat bogs
centered south of Ninth Street and Flatbush Avenues, and in a large bog north of Ninth Avenue and contained
chestnut , white poplar , and oak. American forces attempted to hold Battle Pass, an opening in the terminal
moraine where the old Flatbush Road passed from the villages of Brooklyn to Flatbush. There are plaques
north of the zoo that honor this event. Preserving the Battle Pass area and keeping the lots around the reservoir
free of buildings were two reasons for establishing a large park in the area. During this time, concepts
concerning public parks gained popularity. James Stranahan believed that a park in Brooklyn "would become
a favorite resort for all classes of our community, enabling thousands to enjoy pure air, with healthful exercise,
at all seasons of the year According to Lancaster , [11] the delay prompted some reflection; James S. Vaux
included an oval plaza at the northern end of the park: The revised plan called for purchase of additional
parcels to the south and west to accommodate Prospect Lake, but it left outside of park boundaries parcels
already purchased east of Flatbush Avenue, including Prospect Hill itself. It would be incorporated as Mount
Prospect Park in The change in plans was not without consequences. Land speculation was under way, and
the stretch along Ninth Avenue now Prospect Park West was held by real estate developer Edwin Clarke
Litchfield who in had erected his home, Litchfield Manor , on the east side of the avenue. Much of this very
expensive acreage houses the maintenance yards and is rarely seen by the public. Vaux recruited Olmsted and
formally presented their proposal in January and it was accepted in May, [11] with work commencing in June.
The park commissioners opened the park to the public on October 19, , while it was still under construction.
With the financial panic of , Olmsted and Vaux ceased significant operations in the park and dissolved their
partnership. Stranahan, for his part, was becoming more engaged in other Brooklyn concerns. By , Grand
Army Plaza sported four towering granite columns adorned with carved fasces and eagles at the base. The
bronze eagles on top of the columns would be installed in Granite fencing with decorative bronze urns
replaced simple wooden fencing, and polygonal granite pavilions on the east and west corners of the park
supplanted earlier rustic shelters. All the major entrances of the park gained similar neoclassical treatments.
By the turn of the twentieth century, sculptures by Frederick MacMonnies graced the Arch and works by
MacMonnies and Alexander Proctor graced many of the entrances. From World War I to the administration of
Fiorello La Guardia in the s, investment in park infrastructure declined. New structures were limited to the
Picnic House, which replaced an earlier rustic structure that had burned down in , and a small comfort station
at the Ocean Avenue entrance , both designed by J. Prospect Park was in stasis, and it was run, year after year,
with declining budgets, a malaise affecting all city parks. A reconstruction of Federal Hall , at one point on
Wall Street was built in Bryant Park also as part of the celebrations. Moses would remain Park Commissioner
for the next twenty-six years, leaving distinctive and controversial marks on all the city parks. Moses readily
tapped federal monies made available to relieve Depression era unemployment. The construction of the
Wollman Rink caused the removal of Music Island and the panoramic view of the lake created by Olmsted
and Vaux. No park commissioner since Moses has been able to exercise the same degree of power, nor did the
Park Commission remain as stable a position in the aftermath of his departure, with eight commissioners
holding the office in the twenty years following. This instability, coupled with the s city fiscal crisis ,
devastated the Parks department. Staffed by 6, personnel in , the Parks department consisted of just 2,
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permanent and 1, temporary workers by Much of Prospect Park suffered soil erosion and lack of maintenance
caused the landscape to deteriorate. By , park attendance dropped to two million, the lowest recorded level in
the history of the park. In the previous decade, the greenhouses on the western edge of the park were
considered redundant, given the nearby Brooklyn Botanical Garden , and were demolished without much
protest. The Concert Grove House had been demolished in A preservation group, The Friends of Prospect
Park, including in its membership, poet Marianne Moore , [29] built public awareness over disappearing
historical structures and threatened flora within the park. Public pressure induced Park Commissioner
Newbold Morris to rescind the decision to demolish the Boathouse in December In , this organization secured
funding for and oversaw the restoration of the Carousel. Through the s, the Alliance oversaw the restoration of
the Ravine, the acre 0. The Alliance remains active in restoration projects and takes a balanced approach
between historical preservation and patterns of modern use. Though disliked by some preservationists, Moses
era playgrounds and the Bandshell are being retained because their venues are popular. Original rustic summer
houses have been restored or recreated on the shores of Prospect Park Lake, along the Lullwater and in the
Ravine. The Kate Wollman skating rink, unpopular with park preservationists but enjoyed by the public at
large, was replaced by two rinks in the new LeFrak Center at Lakeside, completed in at a cost of 74 million
dollars. It enjoys over , visitors annually.
7: The Huckleberry Hiker: March
New Germany State Park's visitors frequently call it a "best kept secret." This mountain gem is nestled between the 2, ft.
Big Savage Mountain to the east and the eastern Continental Divide along Meadow Mountain to the west.

8: Prospect Park (Brooklyn) - Wikipedia
Operating as a day-use area, Tallman Mountain State Park has a marsh that is part of the Hudson River National
Estuarine Research Reserve, as well as a swimming pool with showers, running track, tennis courts, playfield, a walking
trail, hiking, and picnic areas.

9: Road Guide to Mt St. Helens National Park
Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks will host a free Paddle Fest June 15 from noon to 3 p.m. at Spring Meadow Lake State
Park, Country Club Drive in Helena. This event offers the community an introduction to many different paddling sports.
Paddling stations will be set up along the north and west.
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